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grace guintos(june 19,1991)
 
i want to know GOD more..
i want to fall in love with him over and over again..
i know i've known him all my life..
but my faith is not very strong yet..
i want to get to him really close..
i know each day i will grow spiritually..
you are my strength in everything that i do..
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Always Here For You
 
bear in mind that you have a GOD that will love you
that is always loyal, honest and true
'cause his on your side to guide you
and show the path that is foggy for you
 
you are special in your own way
whatever criticisms they say
don't worry of those people who are tearing you down
will be judge by GOD for their sins someday
 
if you have a problem why bother?
draw near to our heavenly father
and don't forget that you have a daughter
to take care of you
 
to help you
to cheer you
and lastly to love you
-love you mom-
 
grace guintos
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You Are The Best
 
you gave us good education
and also a proper nutrition
you have been a good father to me
and a good person to everybody
 
you made us live in a world where there is love
and hope that is from above
you have taken care of us since we were just a seed
and you have given all that we need
 
you let us experience the life of a kid
you also let us know how to serve so that we can lead
and you taught us how to pray to our LORD
so that we could share God's word
 
i hope i could pass on the legacy
you have taught to me
i pray that everyone will be blessed
with my simple request
-love you dad-
 
grace guintos
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